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2 INTRODUCTION 
ThinkTech is Texas Tech’s institutional repository (IR). Any faculty member or student can submit to ThinkTech. The 
repository has been active since 2005. It started in Bpress and moved to DSpace after Texas Tech joined the Texas Digital 
Library (TDL). 

TTU has two DSpace instances. One is for the Southwest Collection/Special Collections Library, and one is for the main 
library. The main library DSpace instance also contains the Library’s Digital Collections and ScHOLAR which is the IR from 
the Texas Tech School of Law.  This report is only for items within the ThinkTech Community as much as possible. Some 
statistics such as usage can not be broken apart by collection, so they are presented as total numbers. 

3 SUMMARY 
The collection has grown mostly through hands on additions by TTU library Digital Resources Staff and the Scholarly 
Communications Librarian. Self-submissions from Texas Tech Faculty are low. Theses and Dissertations, proceedings, 
and institute papers are what make up most of the growth in content from year to year. 

4 DETAILS 
The TTU institutional repository is titled “ThinkTech” as a play on words of “think tank”. 

• Link to the IR: https://ttu-ir.tdl.org/handle/2346/468 
• DSpace Version: 6.4-SNAPSHOT 
• OAI-PMH URL: https://ttu-ir.tdl.org/oai 

 

ThinkTech contains two sub-communities and twenty-eight collections. 

https://ttu-ir.tdl.org/handle/2346/468
https://ttu-ir.tdl.org/oai
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As of writing, it holds 25,927 items. Most of those items are from the thesis and dissertation collection which holds 
22,121 graduate student works including 14,000 that were scanned from the university library stacks.  

The general collection for faculty to submit to is the Faculty Research collection, which holds 205 items from 247 
authors. 

The rest of the collections in ThinkTech are either special projects, institute papers, or conference proceedings. Of note 
is the conference proceedings from the International Conference on Environmental Systems, which is the conference 
that discusses the international space station. NASA harvests from this collection. 

4.1 GROWTH 
We started actively recording growth monthly on 7/3/2018 as part of the TTU libraries’ strategic plan. A visual 
representation of growth can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 ThinkTech Growth in Items Over Time 

The sharp increase on 7/3/2019 was in relation to adding the International Conference on Environmental Systems for 
2019.  

In 2018, 580 items were added to the collection. In 2019 so far, 525 items have been added. 

4.2 USAGE 
In October of 2018, the Digital Initiatives Librarian added ThinkTech to the directory of open access repositories (DOAR). 
This was done so that items entered in ThinkTech would show up on apps like Unpaywall. A side effect of this is that 
large companies are using our repository, along with other OA repositories. Since adding ThinkTech to DOAR, usage has 
skyrocketed, but this usage can be traced to big companies like Microsoft, Google, Amazon, and some companies from 
China. 
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Figure 2 DSpace Usage for 2018 and 2019 

Most of this usage shows up in terms of “users” with extremely low pages per session, usually <0.01 pages/session and 
an extremely low bounce rate (less than .27% down to 0.00% ). 

The top 10 networks that fit this profile are: 

1. Microsoft corporation 
2. Google llc 
3. Google 
4. Hetzner online gmbh 
5. For karachi igw 
6. Amazon technologies inc. 
7. Ovh sas 
8. Hetzner online ag 
9. Ybv 
10. Agb communication isp 

When looking at the views by browser, it’s more obvious that this usage is bots. The top 10 browsers are:  

1. (not set) 
2. Mozilla Compatible Agent 
3. Android Runtime 
4. Grammarly 
5. PDFDriveCrawler 2.36 
6. Sogou web spider 
7. Trash download bot 
8. Go-http-client 
9. Baiduspider-image+ 
10. WordPress 

The fact that the top browser is “(not set)”, means that the usage is coming from a computer that does not have a 
browser or that is not displaying the browser to the server.  This is typical of Bots. Although some of the bots call them 
selves’ spider, crawler, or just bot. 

4.3 SIZE 
Every month the repository manager gets a report of the storage size of each collection. Those numbers are presented 
here. 
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Collection sizes: 
 ThinkTech > AcademiCast:  135 MB 
 ThinkTech > All Things Texas Tech:  1 GB 
 ThinkTech > Arts and Humanities Graduate Research Conference:  11 MB 
 ThinkTech > Big 12 LGBTQIA and Allies Summit:  68 MB 
 ThinkTech > Center for Geospatial Technology > Atlas of Rural and Community Health:  125 MB 
 ThinkTech > Center for Multidisciplinary Research in Transportation:  266 MB 
 ThinkTech > Center for Nanophotonics:  32 MB 
 ThinkTech > College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources Water Center:  547 KB 
 ThinkTech > Cotton Economics Research Institute:  331 MB 
 ThinkTech > Electronic Theses and Dissertations:  277 GB 
 ThinkTech > Faculty Research:  354 MB 
 ThinkTech > Fiber and Biopolymer Research Institute:  225 MB 
 ThinkTech > Honors College:  1 GB 
 ThinkTech > Identity and Resistance in Global Contexts:  31 MB 
 ThinkTech > International Center for Arid and Semiarid Land Studies (ICASALS):  7 GB 
 ThinkTech > International Conference on Environmental Systems:  2 GB 
 ThinkTech > Museum of Texas Tech University > Natural Science Research Laboratory:  551 KB 
 ThinkTech > Nano Tech Center:  21 MB 
 ThinkTech > National Wind Institute:  897 MB 
 ThinkTech > Open Access Bench:  5 MB 
 ThinkTech > Open Textbooks and Educational Resources:  186 MB 
 ThinkTech > Public Domain Music > Musical Scores:  202 MB 
 ThinkTech > School of Music:  79 MB 
 ThinkTech > Student Senate of Texas Tech University:  1 GB 
 ThinkTech > Texas Wine Marketing Research Institute:  1 MB 
 ThinkTech > The Portal:  60 MB 
 ThinkTech > Theater and Dance:  1 GB 
 ThinkTech > Undergraduate Research:  1 GB 
 ThinkTech > Water Resources Center:  4 GB 
 ThinkTech > Wind Science and Engineering Research Center:  13 MB 
 

The largest collection is the Electronic Theses and Dissertations, at 277 GB. This is by far our biggest and most important 
collection as it is the active representation of the intellectual output of those graduating from TTU.  

4.4 FACULTY RESEARCH (SELF SUBMISSIONS) 
As of this report, the total number of distinct authors in ThinkTech>Faculty Research, after staff name authority clean up 
is 247.  The number of distinct titles in ThinkTech> Faculty Research is 206. 

33 of the authors are from the TTU library, with a mix of both faculty and staff. Not all TTU library faculty are 
represented. 22 authors are current library faculty.  

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Self-submissions into Faculty Research are low. There are a few things that could be done to remedy this. 

First, relying on the DSpace submission system is complicated, especially since the Faculty Research collection is difficult 
to find in the list of collections to submit to. This next year, we are going to try to have a separate form to take in 
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submissions from faculty that is easier to fill out and allows us to have more of a conversation with the faculty member 
about what can and can’t be submitted. 

More outreach needs to be conducted about the repository, ease of deposit using the form, and benefits of despot such 
as worldwide exposure.  

6 RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is assumed that the goal is to increase self-submissions by TTU faculty. It is recommended that we change that to be 
submissions to Faculty Research, regardless if those submissions are self-submitted or if they are assisted by a librarian. 

Submission to the IR needs to be made simpler. A separate form for submission that is easier is suggested. I have already 
created a form that can be used, it’s just a matter of implementing it. 

Once this new form is created, then a greater effort needs to be made within the library of combining library faculty to 
submit to the IR. How can they sell the benefits of it if they themselves don’t participate? A targeted internal 
marketing/inreach needs to be made to get RIO librarians into the IR who are not currently there using the new form. 

After the inreach is done, then a push needs to be made for the library faculty to then market the IR to their faculty. It’s 
important to acknowledge that the goal is not necessarily for faculty to submit to ThinkTech, but to make their work 
available in some Open Access repository. There are things that ThinkTech is good for that other repositories might not 
be such as gray literature, student works, and presentations. 
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